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Weszta-T, a completely Hungarian company, was established in 1991. Our predecessor, MMG AM
Automatics was the one of the biggest manufacturers and suppliers for pipe lines, tank farms and pump
stations. MMG AM designed and installed automation systems in nearly 500 locations in Europe and Asia
and also played an important role in oil and gas automation projects in Central and Eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union.
After the cease of MMG AM in 1999, Weszta-T Ltd took over the highly acclaimed technical and market
knowledge and approach.
The employees of Weszta-T Ltd defined the new company profile based on their previous technical and
industrial knowledge: developement, manufacturing and implementation of process control instruments
and systems in the oil and gas industry, power plants and other facilities. Our products are own developed
and produced and besides the standard products we are able to meet special requirements too.
The most important product groups are the followings:
TANK FARM INSTRUMENTATION:
 high precision liquid level, density and interface measuring instrument for measuring and
calculating the quantity of liquids stored in atmospheric or pressurized tanks,
 average temperature transmitters,
 tank level gauge
 tank farm, telemechanical, environmental protection systems constructed from own and
purchased measuring instruments.
PUMP STATION CONTROL SYSTEM
PROCESS CONTROL TECHNOLOGY INSTRUMENTS:
 analog and digital (SMART) pressure and differential pressure transmitters based on
semiconductor sensor produced by own micromachining facility,
 temperature transmitters,
 pressure switches,
 programmable process control terminal (TM1)
 mass flow meter (Coriolis meter)
ENVIROMENTAL INSTRUMENTS:
 gas sensing and warning equipments for combustible and toxic gases,
 liquid level transmitters for measuring hydrostatic pressure,
 oil film detector for ground water
In order to ensure that our products meet the requriements of our customers, we carry out product
development and manufacturing with both local and foreign partners. The continuous development is
founded by own sources, EU projects, domestic and central developement recources.
As our company has been profitable every year since its founding, we made the financial background of
acting as main contractor.
We acquired ISO 9001:2008 quality management and ISO 14001 environmental management
certifications.
Our products delivered to the Russian market have metrology (Gosstandart) and explosion-proof
certification (Gosgortechnadzor).
Our products have obtained the relevant EU certificates, our production management system is based on
SAP.
The maintenance and spare part supply of instruments produced by the former MMG-AM and other
precision engineering firms, are also important parts of our activity.
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